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Hungerford Bridge

Remember the day we lay under Hungerford Bridge
And London stopped, just for us?

Like balletic bullets in a John Woo film
We toured the stillness.
Skateboards and blades played our private soundtrack
Scored from the clacketing
Backbeats of the Thamesside track.

We played hopscotch on Bankside,
Poured pints of London Pride
And downed them on the docks in Rotherhithe,
Embraced in the space between Bridget Riley’s stripes,
Defaced the latest White Cube canvas hype
With lines of lust typed blind on absinthe
And declaimed them to the planeless skies from Trafalgar’s empty plinth.

Neon flared through our Soho lair.
Electric reflections glared.
We spotted pimps and toms in strip joints coming up

for air
And in clip joints frotted by despairing gimps and johns,
The silenced timpani of Dean Street’s daily song.
We stole tubes of lube and 90 percent proof,
Got pissed on Chelsea rooftops,
Fisted, lay on Wembley’s centre spot
And kissed till our lips were blistered
And our minds went missing.

We met them by the river,
An army of the alkies and the dispossessed,
The depressed, repressed, the not so easily impressed,
The inconsolable and unconfessed
Who repossessed their lives for just one night
Howling Baudelaire like loons
And raving by a quarter moon,
Piping crazy tunes across the water –
A glorious guttersnipe Brigadoon.

Forget the lazy days,
The backward gaze, the haze, the sugar glaze we paint

upon our yesterdays.
We tattooed London in our veins,
Inked in electricity and linked up to the mains:
Its maze of urban arteries,
Its winding streets that bleed from us
Plying meths to find the key to us,
Suppress the lethargy that hides our dreams from us,
That lies against our sighing breast to squeeze from us
The dying breaths that wheeze from us
And leak into a lullaby that pleads with us –

Remember the day we lay under Hungerford Bridge
And London stopped, just for us.



Uncompleted Partwork

I’m doing lines because I’m guilty.
Pissed about in hall
And mouthed off on the wall.
Found out by chalk dust on a trouser leg
I begged to be allowed to talk,
To say the thing I had to say,
That bullies mustn’t have their way.
But “not today”, and “not this week”,
“This paper, this apology, is all you get to speak.”

I’m doing lines because I’m guilty.
Snuck out the back again
And closed my eyes to count to ten
But hollow footsteps followed me.
I’ve borrowed all the freedom from tomorrow’s me
Now I just cadge a memory
Overlaid in powder
On a faded photograph of me.

I’m doing lines because I’m guilty.
A single piece of artwork
In an uncompleted partwork.
There’s a metronome of accusation where my heart was
A darkness filled with undeparted voices,
Choices other people made,
Pleasures that weren’t mine,
Pleasures that weren’t even pleasures
Just to kill some time.
I’ve done my lines.
I’ve done my time.
I may be guilty but I’m free
And finally I hear my own lips say “I’m fine.”



Give

This is the season of the dying and the dead
The poorly fed and those that life misled,
Of keening dread and unheard screaming in their head
And suicide notes that go unread
This is the season of the dying and the dead
The names that no one knows
A nation’s blinded conscience painted red upon the snow.

Through unpulled curtains,
Yellow nets
Through sherry vodka and regrets
We watch a nation with its Christmas box –
Poptastic toss
And TV dross
And things designed to remind you of your loss

Stockings of hope hung out to dry
And folded down to cards and enveloped
And posted and forgotten like the Christmas roast
Children’s smiles
Remind the childless of the mindless chance of life
Its idle dance while idols rise from circumstance

Don’t spare a thought for those
Who wake alone, turn on the lights alone
And watch TV and eat,
Put out the lights and go to sleep at night alone
And while they might be out of sight alone
You never ask if they’re all right alone
You just bemoan the family fights
And wish that you could spend one night alone
Watching Twilight alone
Well, quite alone,
It’s not like you’d like to share their plight alone.
Don’t spare a line at a slam or a rhyme
Or prayers to non-existent gods when mass bells chime.
If you want to give.
If you want to stop the clocks
To put the slow tick tock of grown men’s loneliness in stocks
And let them live…
Give
Time
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